
How BMO Built an End-to-End
Digital Experience for  
Their Credit Card Process 
in Just 2 Weeks

Driving Greater Revenue from 
Small Business Customers:
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The Challenge:
BMO Financial Group (BMO) wanted to make their small business 
credit card application process easy and intuitive. They needed it done 
quickly, cost-effectively, and without disrupting their technology or  
IT teams.

The Solution:
Daylight’s low-code process automation platform allowed BMO to 
transform their small business credit card application process into a 
personalized digital journey in just a few weeks. 

Daylight Enabled BMO To:

• Go live with a new small business credit card experience in  
just 2-3 weeks

• Build a personalized digital journey for small business clients, 
without complex coding or maintenance

• Process small business credit card applications in just 1-2 days  
vs. 7-9 days 

• Increase small business credit card applications by 300% and 
reduce application errors by 90%
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Overview
Having access to intuitive, digital, self-service touchpoints allows 
customers to bank with ease and provides a positive customer 
experience. For busy small business owners, these digital options are 
especially important; they don’t have time to visit a branch, and they 
prefer to bank from their device of choice.

However, the processes surrounding small business banking are often 
more complex than personal banking. That’s the case for small business 
credit card lending, for example. Business owners often need to provide 
supporting documentation to apply, and the process can be different 
depending on which channel they use. 

Despite these complexities, BMO wanted to serve its small business 
customers better than other digitally savvy banks. They needed to 
rethink their small business credit card application process to make 
it easier, more intuitive, and digital. And they wanted it done quickly, 
cost-effectively, and without burdening their IT teams or displacing their 
current technology.
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The Challenge
Prior to engaging Daylight, BMO had no online offering for its small 
business credit card application process. To apply for a credit card, 
small business customers would need to go into their branch, meet 
with a financial advisor, and fill out a paper form.

If the information was accurate, the form was sent to BMO’s back 
office for processing. The adjudication team would then enter the 
information into their systems and flag any errors. If there were errors 
or omissions—which was often the case—the forms were sent back to 
the branch. The customer would then be asked to provide the missing 
information in person or over the phone.

This disjointed process was frustrating for small business customers 
and created headaches for branch staff. It was manual, riddled with 
errors and omissions, and took a staggering 7-9 days to complete. For 
time-strapped small business owners in need of credit, the experience 
was less than ideal.

Beyond the obvious inefficiencies, solving this complex process posed 
additional internal challenges. Although processes like these are 
directly tied to potential new customers and new revenue, teams

struggle to justify solving a process that isn’t deemed as high of 
a priority as personal lending. And without the right technology, 
complex processes of this nature can be costly and resource-intensive 
to solve, and aren’t guaranteed to deliver a high ROI. 

To achieve higher returns year over year and satisfy customers, BMO 
knew they needed to digitize the process as quickly as possible.
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The Solution
Rather than relying on their current technology partners, BMO wanted 
to find a vendor with a unique specialization in customer experience 
in fintech. After a rigorous evaluation process with a handful of other 
technology vendors, Daylight was chosen as the preferred solution. 

In just a few weeks, Daylight developed and iterated on multiple 
versions of the customer experience, delivering exactly what 
BMO wanted. BMO went live using Daylight to power their online, 
phone, and branch experiences for every small business credit card 
application, even though the backend IT was not ready at launch. 
Daylight was also able to feed data back to BMO’s technology groups 
so they could test what they were building against real data. 

With Daylight, BMO now has a unified digital experience that’s easy 
for staff and customers to complete. The new process is simple: small 
business customers or bank staff simply fill out a digital  
form, and, in 1-2 days, the customer receives approval. With this  
new digital process, BMO can better serve small business  
customers and:

• Eliminate Errors & Omissions: The applicant’s information is 
validated prior to submission, effectively driving error rates 
down to zero.

• Deliver an Omnichannel Experience: The new digital process 
is universal, whether a customer is applying from their device 
of choice, over the phone, or in person.  

• Reduce Processing Time: The new small business credit card 
application process takes just 1-2 days to complete vs.  
7-9 days. 

• Improve Risk Assessment: BMO can now kick off KYC and 
AML checks in parallel, so staff can automatically identify 
potentially risky applicants upfront vs. doing so manually.
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Costly Vendor Solutions Daylight’s Low-Code Application Platform

Use your best developers, project managers, and 
UX designers to roll out—and support—a clunky, 
incomplete solution. 

Complete the entire project without disrupting 
IT or other key knowledge workers. 

Wait months or years for the solution to be ready 
for launch.

Build the ideal experience in just days and realize 
results many months ahead of schedule.

Pay large upfront fees for a solution with no 
flexibility, one that you may need to rip and 
replace in the future.

Easily iterate over time with a usage-based 
model. Simply scale the solution as needed to 
align with changing requirements.

Rip and replace your current technology to 
make way for your new vendor solution. 

Deploy low-code technology that simply settles 
on top and augments your existing technology.

Get saddled with hundreds of incomplete 
technologies that will inevitably fall on IT to 
support.

Choose one easy-to-use solution with central 
management for IT and guardrails for business 
users.
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Instead of needing four or five developers, a project manager, and a UX designer to handle the 
transition, Daylight was operational within just a few weeks and required only one internal SME. 
BMO didn’t have to wait for their backend to change before they could roll out their new credit 
card experience either. The bank was able to realize their vision months ahead of schedule,  
even while waiting for their backend system to be ready.

Over the next few months, BMO continued to refine the solution. Even while these modifications 
were happening in the background, BMO was still generating results. Once BMO’s other backend 
system was ready, Daylight started sending the data through that system and set of processes, and 
BMO simply archived the PDFs. 
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A few months after launch, the only thing BMO had to change in the experience was how long it  
would take to get an answer or approval. Even though the data was previously tied to legacy 
processes, they didn’t have to replace their current technology or do any work on the user experience 
side to transition to the new digital processes. There was no downtime and no new investment,  
even when BMO changed their backend systems.  

The Results

With Daylight, BMO was able to deliver a superior digital customer experience, without ever having to 
involve—or burden—their IT team. They can now guide small business owners through a high-touch, 
high-gloss experience, without the coding or maintenance that typically goes into projects of this 
nature. They can also drive new small business clients in a consistent way, faster and easier than they 
ever thought possible.

With Daylight, BMO saw a 
300% increase in small business 
credit card applications and a 
90% reduction in errors, 8-12 
months sooner than expected.   

The Manual Process The Daylight Digital Experience

Inconvenient: Small business owners were required 
to visit a branch and fill out a paper form to apply 
for a credit card.

Intuitive: Customers or bank staff now simply fill 
out a digital form.

Frustrating: Applications were processed in 7-9 
days or longer in the case of errors or omissions.

Fast: Small business credit card applications are 
now processed in just 1-2 days.

Error-Prone: The small business credit card 
application process was riddled with errors.

Accurate: Small business credit card applications 
rose by 300% and errors declined by 90%.

Document-Centric: BMO had no online offering for 
its small business credit card application process.

Digital: With Daylight, BMO now offers a digital 
experience to help small business customers apply 
for a credit card with ease.
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Daylight’s low-code platform allows enterprise teams to rapidly 
build and deploy custom digital solutions and automate at scale. 
With Daylight, there’s no need to write code or disrupt your current 
processes and technology. Get in touch to learn how Daylight’s 
platform can help your teams quickly build personalized self-service 
touchpoints and digitize document-centric workflows in harmony  
with your IT landscape.

LEARN MORE ABOUT DAYLIGHT

Achieve True Digital Transformation  
& Automation with Daylight
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1-866-810-0202  |  info@daylight.io  |  daylight.io
© Copyright Daylight Automation Inc.

“The Daylight team was great to work with—
nimble, professional, able to adjust content in 
real time. They helped make the launch of our 
new products a huge success.”
– Adrian Lang, Head of Operations and Small Business Solutions, BMO

https://daylight.io/contact-us?hsCtaTracking=07bb5d15-1d81-4a7b-ae33-583332a7863d%7Cd1930ef0-0671-4e27-aeea-e4f5267e812d
http://daylight.io

